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F~rst0r, EoannOu Win Moot Co,Urt Competition 
by·Pat Jayne 
"Hear ye, . hear ye, the 
SJpreme Court of the State of 
Niagara is now in sessiQII to 
hear the case of Erin McGregor 
v. Harmless Chemical Com-
pany." With that the final 
round of the 1980 Desmond 
Moot Court Competition 
began on Saturday,JNovember 
15. This event was sponsored 
by the _Moot Court Board. The 
winning te~m was Alan Ferster 
and Th0mas Eoannou, who 
defeated the tt!am of Scott 
/ Oakley and Matthew Newman. 
Respectively these teams won 
in the Friday night semi-final 
rounds over Lynne Monaco 
and Andrea Roth and the team 
of Carmen Grullon and · Mark 
Pullano. 
Charles S. Desmond, f?r 
whom the competition is nam-
ed, presided as Chief J t.istice in 
the finals. Judge Desmond, a 
UB ·alumnus, is the retired 
Chief Judge of the New' York' · 
Court of Appeals. The final 
panel also included Matthew J. 
Jasen, Associate Judge of the 
New ·vork Court of Appeals, 
Judge Ellsworth A. Van _,,,, 
Graafeiland of the United 
· States Court of Appeals. for the 
Second Circuit, and Michael F. 
Dillon and Richard D. Si,;nons 
of the App~llate Division . 
Fourth Department. 
Best Brief honors went to 
Matthew Newm'an and Scott 
Oakley, Hrst Runner-up went 
to Alan Ferster and 1"homas l..i -
, 
Eoannou and Second Runner- 'iroin left to right: Winners at the 1980 Desmond Moot Court competition, Alan Ferster and Thomas Eoannou. 
up to the tearri of Carmen Former NY Chief Judge Charles Desmond (far !ight) presided as Chief J_ustice. 
Grullon and Mark Pullano. The Oakley, Second Runner-up was thirty teams of second and briefs on liability for dumping 
Best Oral Advocate a~ard Alan Ferster and Third Runner- third year students who argued toxic wastes and what the ap-
went ~o Lynne Monaco. The up Aiex· McQuiston. before panels of local at- propriate remedy should be if 
First Runner-up wets Scott The , competition attracted torneys. The teams wrote liability is .found to exist.
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by Bob Si~gel , 
· The law ·school_f~culty, ac-
ting on recommendation from 
the Appointments Committee, 
last ·Friday· voted to offer two 
individuals positions on the 
la~ school faculty. Both in-
dividuals show great promise. 
David Engel w;ill be_offered 
a three-..y.ear appointment at 
the rank of Visiting Associate 
Professor. Engel is an expert in 
the field of .Southeat Asian 
studies, specializing in Thai 
law. Engel is , a "well recog-
nized scholar at a young age" 
according to Professor John 
Heriry Schlegel, chairperson .of 
the Appointments tommittee, 
"cap/lble of and likely to con-
tinue to produce substantial, 
and very interestirill" writing~. 
David Engel received an 
undergraduate· degree in 
American History from Har-
vard University. He then did 
his graduate work in history at 
Vair before attending l,/niversi-
ty of Michigan Law School. 
Engel's scholarly writings 
are abundant. He has worked 
at the American Bar Founda-
tion, in the capacity of 
Research Attorney and Project 
Dir.ector, for the last four 
years. Felice J. Levine, · Co-
dir~ctor of the Resea'rch Pro-
gram in Legal Education af the 
American Bar Foun~ation felt 
··Engel was "a scholar's scholar 
in' the .fine.st tradition oi being 
i""""' 11 """""" ·,,m 
committed to, the ,full ard 
open expl.oratron of ideas and 
to education ctbout the.Jll ." 
His areas of teac_hi.ng ' in­
terest coincide with the ,pre­
sent needs of our law schoot It 
is ·expected that he will be call­
ed up'On to teach a .first-year 
Torts section. With Professor 
Ja•cob Hyman's inevitable 
retirement approaching, this 
.will help fill ail upcoming void: 
Engel also ~xpressed an in­
.,, terest in teaching Famil.y Law. 
With Professor Grace 
Blumberg's return to SUNY 
still in doubt, Engel may also 
help to fill a faculty gap ,in this 
'area of the law. · 
Engel also hopes to have the 
opportunitV to teach · two 
upperaclass electives: com-
parative law an_d law and ~n-
thropology. Neither of these 
courses · has been offered at 
this law school in the recent 
past. 
The only possible drawback 
to Engel's appointment is that 
he has had no prior teaching 
experience. 
Alan Freeman wiJI be of-
fered a position of Visiting Pro-
fessor. for a one-year duration. 
In contr_asting his to Engeh 
Schlegel __ stated that .he "was 
equally ur,iusual, but m a very, 
very different way." . . 
- Freeman, an underli'raduate 
history major at Brown Univer-
sity, received hi5 Juris Doc-
torate at New )'ork University 
have no opinion 
/ 
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Two Profs Receive Offers From LaW Faculty
. .._. 
Sch.P9I of.J::ii~.. Yt'.!l~~e hf ~a . tiq_ii .:,,.a!'d on l~nd-yse regula­
Editor~in-Chief of the.New York tibn, Freeman '.was granted 
University Law Review. tenure at the University . of, 
Freeman has been a Pro­ Minnesota largely on the basis 
fessor of Law at !he University of his teaching ability, accor­
of Minnesota Law School since ding to Minnesota Law School 
1971. It is rare · for our law Dean RobeJ,.t Stein. He has a 
school to have the opportunity reputation as being a "good 
to offer a tea~hing position to teacher" and as beihg popular 
someone possessing nine years with students. 
of legal teaching experience. Freeman is interested in 
While he ha,; written some · teaching in the property law 
scholarly pieces in discrimina- and constitutional law · areas. 
With the futures of Hyman, 
Blumberg, and Professor W. 
Howard Mann at the law 
school uncertain, Freeman, 
like Engel, will help fill faculty 
gaps. 
Professor Wade Newhouse, 
who plans ·to join the "con­
stitutional law team" next 
year, felt that Alan Freeman 
would be a "fine addition." 
Phonathon is "Most Successful" 
friendly phone call from a stu-
dent or fellow alumnus pro-
vides the opportu'~ity to 
reflect upon the value of one's 
degree, the growing stature of 
the Law School and the impor-
tance of continuing its tradi-
tioh of excellence. 
"Interested and enthusiastic 
volunteers were the key to the 
success of Phonathon 'BO", 
stated Alan Carrel. . "Our 
students made a vital contribu-
tion to this year's campaign." 
Students who participated in 
Phonathon were: Mark,80Berkovits, Howie· Bluver, Dale 
Clark, Debbie Decker, Joe De 
Maria, Pat Dooley, Peggy 
Fabic, Josephine Greco, Tanta 
Harvey, Elaine Herald, Diane 
, Hinman, Jim Keneally,' Steven 
Kirchner, Wanda Lucibello, 
Jon Malamud Larry Malfitano 
Vicki Marti~ Linda Nenni' 
Glenn Pincu;, Ruth Pollack: 
. Jeff Taylor and Mary 
Walterich. . ·• 
For information, contact: 
Alan Carrel, 636-2056 or .Linda 
Nenni, 636-2060. 
, 
I 
-· Hav_e A Happy 
Thah/5sgiving 
J ,• 
by Linda Nenni 
On October 13, 14 and 15, 
the Law School conducted its 
most successful Phonatlion 
campaign ever. 
Sponsored in cooperation 
with the UB Foundation, t!lis 
yearis program was coor-
dinated at the Law School by 
Associate Dean Alan Carrel 
and by Linda Nenni,..a former 
professional furi'd raiser, who is 
currently a first-year student, 
and who will be working with 
Carrel in expanding the 
· school's develoment program. 
·The campaign is designed not 
only to supplemetlt the funds 
which the State provides the 
Law School; but also. to 
generc1:te goodwill amongst our 
alumni: . 
These private contributions 
provide flexible funds to help 
meet many immediate and 
unexpected needs i!t the 
school and to assist programs 
that -do not receive adequate 
s~ate support. For example, 
private money is used to· fu·nd 
some st.udent assistantships 
and most s~holarships and 
awards. It also provi~es part of 
the budget for the Librarv. the 
. Trial Techn.(que program, 
other clinical programs, Moot 
Court, the Buffalo Legislation 
· Project and the Buffalo Law 
Review. In addition, alumni 
contributions provide signifi-
cant funding for faculty 
recruitment_ an? for the place-
m~nt office! p_rograms ._ 
_Pr1v~te money 1s. used to ~ent 
equipment or hire part-time 
· Twenty-two students par-, •support staff when the need 
ticipated as volunteer callers arises and State funds are 
joining twenty-seven aiumni, unavailable. 
Dean Thomas Headrick and · The personar contact made 
- Associate Dean Carr~I for the -possibl~ ~Y the ' Phonathon 
ye;tr's record-breakina cam- campaign 1s oftef! very _mean­
paign. In three eveninas. ingful to those alumni whQ 
$16,4.25 was pled1ed, more ,\nay have lost contact with the 
than double last year'~ total. Law Sctiool over the years. A 
L 
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Editorial 
Sav~ A Sinking Ship 
Opinion doesn't want your garbage, but we are in a 
crisis situation. We offer sJudents a mouthpiece for t~eir 
ideas and a showplace for theijr creativity !:!,nd talent. 
We're wondering why this forum is being·under-utilized. 
Opinion can be an innovi.ltive, activist newsp~per. It 
can serve as the catalyst for change. But it needs help -
your .help. News and feature writers, photographers and 
graphic artists: whatever your speciality is, we need you. 
People with fresh and creative thoughts would be ap-
precia.ted. · · / 
The future of this paper is in doubt. If Opinion folds 
due to lack of student support and input, it ·will be your 
loss. Please don't stand by idly and wave to a sinking ship. 
Instead, lend us a hand. 
Please drop off your replies1 ideas, tl\oughts, or con­
tributions in the envelope outside the Opinion office -
Room 623. Feel free to express any suggestions you may 
have - our pages, ears and minds are always open. 
Pap two Opinion November 20, 1980 
President's Corner 
Placement's· NYC .Program:· 
T -Bi rTaste of -Ice Cre8m -
by Bill Altreuter 
The bitter taste that the 
Plac~ment Office's New York 
Interview Program left in many 
of our mouths was, I think, 
understandable. For those of 
you for whom the program was 
a .success, congratulations. For 
the rest of us, take heart. 
Alan Carrel tel,s m~J IJat he 
can't create markets for jobs. 
He can, however, show us 
where the markets that1/oexist 
are,-and what we can do.to tap 
into them. Last week's Place­
ment Seminar was a response 
to 1that n~ed, implemented by 
Mr. Carrel in order to broaden 
the base of the Placement Of­
fice's constituency. A candid 
man, Mr. Carrel says that we, 
the people that are not being 
pursued by·t~e New York City 
legal co_mmunity, are precisely 
the constituency that needs his 
office the most. Why is it that 
we seem to be the ones who 
are helped the least? The 
answer to that question is 
more complicated. 
First, our perceptions are 
ecologically fallacious to a 
lar~e extent - that is, be_ca~se 
we as individuals ar.e thmkmg 
about driving ice cream trucks . 
this summer, we assume that 
everyone in our predicament, 
present and future, faces the 
samel •crisis. Not · so, in the 
longer view, asserts Mr. Carrel. 
Anybody hired from UB 
anywhe.re opens a new poten­
tial employment to a broader 
pool. Which is nice, you say, 
but what about me? I'm hot a 
member of a class of people -
I'm an unemployed individuaL 
This is the broader question, 
and its answer goes to at­
titudes. I'm told that Place­
ment finds seminars like last 
· week's to be frustrating . ven­
tures, first because they tend 
to be so poorly attended, and 
second because the attitude of 
.those in attendance is often 
sullen, and sometimes out and 
out hostile: Although Mr. Car­
rel professes that he is 
unaware of any resentment 
directed at his office, his 
defe'nsive attitude (a common 
trait on the third floor, I've 
discovered), and his eagerness 
to do some~hing to help the 
vast majority of the ~chool's 
population who don't know 
what they're doing this sum-
mer and are unhappy about it; 
indicates that he's at least 
aware that there's a problem. 
Programs like last week's ar,e 
a start - and it · should be 
noted that Mr. Carrel has ac­
com pIi shed a lot, wlth 
. respurces that· can be best 
described as scanty. The place­
ment office_has hig~lx compe­
tent people, but ther,e aren't 
many of them. Nonetheless, 
much of our resentment can be 
said t9 be a ,:nanifestation of 
·relative deprivation. Nobody 
was going to .the New York In­
terview Program five years 
ago, because there wasn't one. 
And to the e>,<tent that people 
attend seminars like last 
week's, they are being aided in 
their job hunting. 
After academic · policy, 
placement is my biggest priori­
ty. Placement's constituency 
needs more from placen:ient. 
Ideally, for exall'!ple, the office 
should attempt to coordinate 
trips to employment centers 
like New York a{ld ·Washington 
so that group,s of people c~uld 
share expenses when . they hit 
the · bricks. We're all 
employable, but we need sup­
por,t and direction. I'm working 
with Mr. Carrel to ·see that 
more is provide~. Let me know 
if you, hav~ any suggestions 
about help_you need and feel 
you aren't getting. 
Breger'·s ·Tenure ' to be· Dec·ided~. 
t
..,J,. 
To the Editor: 
This year, Associate Pro­
fessor Breger will come befor_e, 
the Promotion and Tenure 
Committee which will deters 
mine whether· he will. receive 
permanent appointment. This 
process applies to all faculty 
members at various stages of 
their careers. -
Several factors enter into 
the decision process. Student 
letters, faculty assignments, 
relationships with peers and 
colleagues, evaluation results 
and publications are cri,tical 
. elements in- the Committee's 
decision. 
May I ask you to write a legi­
ble and thoughtful letter to the 
convenor of his committee, 
Professor ,Lee Albert, care of 
Ms. Cheryl Tubinis, Room 523, 
O'Brian. The letter must-arrive 
by Thanksgiving recess. It must 
be signed by yQu. 
The letter' might inclu8e 
your assessment of Professor 
Breger's . teaching ability, hjs 
knowledge of the subject mat­
ter, and his interpersonal rela­
tions with students. If you have 
read hi.s published artides, you , 
may comment on them. 
Thank you, in adva111ce, for 
your · kindess: thoughtfulness 
and ·care as you help in the 
evaluation process. · 
- ·· A1/a(f1$anfield 
Assi~tant 'Dean for 
Studenf Affairs 
OPINION Should Apologize 
To thet ditor: 
JAC~SON., A NEW DAY 
SHOULD DAWN ·AT YOUR 
ESTA.BLISHMENT, TOO! YES, 
A NEW DAY DAWNIN', 
WHERE NEWS IS NEWS AND 
OPINION IS OPINION!
.. 
I'm sorry, booby, but 
, 
I found 
your (should I really call it?) . 
'.'coverage" of the Placement 
Office military recruitm~nt 
program in less than poor 
taste. It did .not appear on the 
editorial- page, and provided 
no notice of being, or attemp­
ting to be, news commentary. 
Surely no self-respecting 
newsperson would classify 
that opinionated piece of 
drivel as news or even feature. 
Mr. Nelson may have some 
(questionable) knack for 
humor, but its application to 
the Placement Office's sincere 
attempt to provide students 
with information about jobs of 
' all .kinds _was not only out of 
I I 
· place and insulting; but also in­
accurate. At least we can rest 
assured that Mr. Nelson won't 
· be taking the military up on its 
programs for women and 
minorities; he doesn't know 
about them. 
Perhaps the ultimate irony 
would be to see Mr. Nelson, up 
against the tight job market 
himself, end up defending 
" deserters and other incor-. 
.rigibles by plea bargaining for 
undesirable discharges (i.e. cer­
tificates of u"employment)." 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Opinion 
apologizes for not clearly label­
ing Mr. Nelson's article "com­
mentary. " However, the fact 
that Mr. Nelson's article did ap­
propriately carry a by-line 
coupled with the practice that 
Opinion speaks only in its 
editorial, on Ithe editorial page 
predtiae orie from reasonably 
concluding that Opinion has in 
any way adopted Mr. Nelson's 
Believe me, booby, he won't . 
be so smug when it's his car 
payment. , 
The Opinion owes at least 
three apologies: one for belit­
tling s,tudents who have taken 
or are interested in military 
jobs, one to Placement for at-_ 
tacking a job they do w~H. and 
one to the student body at 
large for not keeping OPI-­
NIONS .where they belong. 
Amy Jo Fricano 
opinion. , 
The editors remain dedicated 
to ·our original commitment ·of 
workin_g diligently to improve 
the quality of 1his newspaper. 
We note your criticism and 
stand firm to face conse- . 
quences ·of a responsibi/-ify w~ 
have promised to fulfill. We 
shall not quit n,or shall we run I 
from tbose responsibilities: 
• I ' 
\ 
;.,.
~eadJ"ickDeciding·vote: Credit for Law.ReView 
( . by Bob Siqel 
Dean Thomas Headrick cast 
the tie-brea,king vote in a 12-11 ' 
decision restoring academic 
credit for participation on the 
Buffa lo . Law . ·Review. · The 
· restoration of cre(iit decision 
wjll be for a two-year trial 
period at which' time it will be 
re-examined. 
The Review petitioned the 
Ac,ademic Program and_Policy 
Committee- JAPPC) .for the 
restoration. ·t Associate Dean 
Barry Boyer, chairperson of the 
·n address,·ng the facul-Appc. l 
ty, ·stated that "the Review 
responsed to o-ur concern with 
student-run Organizns" and 
now the "ball is back in our 
court." 
Professor Jacob Hyman felt 
that the Editorial •Board of the 
Buffalo Law Review was in the 
pr9cess of "re-examining 
poli~y and. mode of operation 
in raising the quality of the 
Review." Hyman was of the 
belief that for the kind of work 
done on the Review, giving 
credit was appropriate. 
Elaine He~rald, current 
To the Editor: 
I met Saturday morning, Oc­
tober 25, with a-group of five 
lawyers who responded to ll?Y 
invitation -to discuss the 
development of a New York 
Practice course built around 
problems and student exer­
cises. The group included: 
Herbert Blumberg, Robert Con­
klin, Daniel Roach, David 
Sands and Edwin Wolf. They 
To the Editor: 
The battle over the propos-
ed New York Practice Course 
appears to be resolved. In its 
regular meeting on November 
6, the Student Bar Association 
voted to accept a resolution 
which approved Dean Thomas 
Headrick's actio,n·s committing 
himself to a three-credit New 
York Practice Course. 
New York Practice, a course 
originally devoted to the study 
of the Chdl Procedure of the 
State of New York was ter-
minated in 1979 when the pro-
Mssor Instructing the course, 
· Professor · Kochery, passed 
. away. The course as origina0y 
·offered was four credits, and 
concentrated on "black-letter" 
law. After it was discontinued, 
the prospect of offering a 
,\ 
I • 
Editor-in-Chief "of the Review, 
felt that the major goal of the 
Review was "good quality _ 
legal research and a good 
periodical ." If the taking o~ a 
"-five course load" was re­
quired, this , would have an · 
adverse affect on quality . 
There.fQ.r~. the major reason 
for the restoration of credit 
would be to improve the qUclli-
ty of the ·publication. 
The faculty voted to accept 
a proposal• which would re-
quire each Note and Comment 
Ed"to (there are currently , The present editorial board (from left to right) front: Joe Peperone, Larry Malfitano, Elaine Hera.Id, Melanie1 
. r N d ·c t 
seven ote an ommen 
Editors) to seek out a "faculty 
sponsor" who would have final 
ifpproval of credit decisions. 
Jhe goal is to make faculty in-
volvement as extensive as 
possible. 
This · "general faculty com-
mitment" to invol:vement, as 
Professor Hyman referred to it, 
did not meet with total faculty 
approval. Some faculty 
members telt conflicts would 
afise between the faculty 
member and the Note and 
~comment Editor. At times they 
would be pushing ir'I opposing 
assigned among themselves 
areas -for problem develop-
ment and plan to meet several 
times, over t~ next· few weeks 
to review progress. Since the 
meeting, Mr. Blumberg has in-
dicated his inability to par-
ticipate, but -the others are 
working toward ·a deadline of 
November 15, for developing 
the basic structure of .the 
course, determining the times 
when it will be taught and set-
.~ 
. 
similar course came under 
heavy criticism from both 
faculty and administration. 
A recent compromise has 
been worked out in which four 
or five active legal practi-
tioners will teach a New York 
Practice cours·e for thr~ 
credits. This cqurse will differ 
from the original .one in seyeral 
ways. Be,ause of the large 
number of teacllers, each class 
will be smaller, al towing 
greater student-faculty con-. 
tact: There will also be some 
sort of writing requiremeot, 
making the cours~ geared 
more toward the practice pf 
civil litigation in the State of 
New York. As Dean Headrick 
stated, "The course would be 
~o pr~trial and post-trial what 
trial advocacy is to the trial 
procedure." 
.. . ' •• 
. . . , . . 
.Cyganowski, Q.eborah Case. Rear: Erik Lindauer, Renee Lapides, Scott Wright, .Janet Lascola, Mary Fahey:· 
Missing: Elyse Lubin, Sheila Mee'<- Hyde, and Mark Rosen. 
directions. Jhe Note and Com-
ment Editdr is chiefly con-
cerned with deadlines, drafts 
and time constraints. The 
faculty member should be con-
cerned with quality a~one. ,As 
P.rofessor Al Katz pointed out, 
"The time system cuts against 
publishable quality_.,, In his 
prior dealings with law review 
personnel, Katz1pointed to col-
"Publication,constraints are in-
consistent 'with quality work," 
Katz said. 
-The faculty decided, after 
much debate, that restoration 
of credit for the Review was 
dependent on quality control, 
and quality control was, in 
turn, dependent on faculty in-
volvement. Professor Louis 
DelCotto felt the question of 
lateral issues that would arise · "when the faculty was to be in-
during discu~sions and could . volved" was of major impor-
not 1>e adequately. pursued tance. If the faculty involve-
because of time constraints. ment ~as to occur after the ar-
·Fr8edman Spe-aks on Attorney-Client Relation 
by Edward M. Sin,ker 
Monroe Freedman, reporter 
for the Amerilj=an Trial Lawyers 
Association :; American 
Lawyer's Coae of Conduct, 
spoke on "A Code of Ethics for 
the Legal Profession" to a 
capacity-filled Moot Court 
room. The talk f~ ~manged iJS 
part ofi t~e . ,f!rst-year ethics 
course and was open to all law 
students.· · · 
Freedman, former Dean of 
Hofstra Law School and author 
of the influential_ Lawyer's 
Ethics in an Adversary System, 
spent most·of his presentation 
criticizing the "vicious" Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct 
as developed by the American 
J3ar Association's Commission 
on Evaluation of Professional 
Standards,· · more commonly 
referred te as the Kutak Com­
mission after its primary drafts-
man, Robert Kutak. 
· · 
Freedman said the Kutak 
Code discourages clients from 
placing total confidence in 
their attorneys. "The Kutak 
Code," said Freedman, "would, 
in essence, re·quire the at-
torney to give a Miranda-type
warning to his or her client 
. pripr t~c~unseling." ' 
"The Kutak . Code,'' con-
tinued Freedman, "stands the 
' 
NY Practice Course ·1s ·Plotted 
ting the credit to be granted. I 
am seeking a replacement for 
Mr. Blum'berg, and some possi­
• ble aJternates for othe~s. , 
· 
· The course will be offered to 
sections of 40-45 students. It is 
also likely that students will be 
able to obtain three credits _if 
they complete writing 
assignments or make formal 
cla_ss presentations or do both. 
Thomas E. Headrick 
NY Practice Proposal Ap·proved
' 
The course has not met with 
total approbation from faculty 
members. Among the objet:­
tions expre~sed were the fact 
that the 'course .is being taught 
by practitioners rather than 
staff, giving the admin'istration 
less control over the content,of 
the course. Faculty members 
also expressed reseryations 
that the course would turn out 
to be too much , like a bar­
review course. In spite of t,hese 
reservations there appears to 
b·e a general consensus among 
the faculty, Dean Headrick 
and ·the Student ·. B·ar 'Associa­
tion, that,the three-credit New 
York Practice course is both 
useful and valuable. 
Mark 'Rasch, Chairman 
SBA Ad-Hoc Committee 
on New York Practice 
Constitution- on its head! The 
Code allows a prosecutor to 
smear a defendant's reputation 
by publicly dislosing allega­
tions." 
Freedman• hypothesized the 
Kutak Commission was a 
direct offshoot of Watergate 
and lawyers-thereby sensitizep 
to· legal ethics. "The Code," 
argued Freedman, "is an 
assault on the adversarial 
system, a system having its 
roots in the Bill of Rights. The 
Kutak Commission, in con­
cluding that the adversari_al 
system has outlived its 
usefulness, is radical and 
radically wrong!" 
The Kutak Code, despite (ts 
birth in an ABA Commission 
cradle, has received .little sup­
port by the ABA, and, accor­
ding to Freedman, received 
"heavy opposition." Further, 
Freedman stafed that except 
for Kutak's "quick handshake 
and beaming smiling," he 
could think of no reason which 
qualified him to head this par­
ticular commission. Pausing 
-/ quietly, Freedman in respec­
table forebearance proclaim­
ed, "I'll 'stop there!" 
Asked why Kutak has not 
debated· freedman and his 
code, · Freedman said, "The 
Kutak Code is now on its sixth 
draft and, after three years, 
Kutak is still not ready to 
tide was in its final stage of 
completion, DelCotto felt thaf 
Katz was correct in his assumP: 
tion that it would be too late 
for the · faculty member to be 
of constructive help. 
Professor DelCotto, 
.however, envisioned con­
tinued faculty involvement. 
This is also what the· Editoral 
Board of the Review envisions. 
In two years we will" find out 
whether this vision has become 
a reality. 
discuss the merits of his code." 
"A lawyer's duty," asserted 
Freedman, "is to serve as .an 
equalizer to his client, who 
sometimes confronts an entire 
state or the whole United 
States government. We must 
enhance each client's personal 
autonomy and let -them ·make 
their decisions as to what's 
right for them; the ultimate 
decision is the client's." 
Freedman, although he 
believes in pro bono work, con­
demned the bar because he did 
not think "it's any business of 
the bar or anyone else to tell 
attorneys how they must spend 
their free, charitable time." 
"·Lawyers," maintained 
Freedman, "who have no in­
clination or qualifications to. 
represent indigents would 
most likely do more harm than 
good when forced to represent 
such clients." 
Freedman characterized the 
dilemma as a social problem 
and felt the burden should not 
fall squarely on the legal pro­
fession. He suggested massive 
legal service programs as one 
· way. of dealing with the pro­
blem. "No one should be tell­
ing me I should have to work 
on some legal committee 
rather than giving my 
charitable time to an organiza­
tion of my choice!" 
NY Practice Update 
Dean Thomas Headrick an­ "I am impressed by the en­
nounced that local attorney thusiasm, interest and imagina­
Robert Kiebala is to fill the tion of these five attorneys," 
N.Y. Practice slot originally_ said Dean Headrick. Headrick 
designated for Herbert 
Blumberg. The five practicing 
attorneys who will each be 
teaching -a section have agreed 
that the course will be three 
credits and will include written 
exercises. 
expressed concern over keep­
ing each se·ction at a 
manageable size but reassured 
Opinion that "no one will be 
shut out of the rourse." The 
course will very likely be taught 
in the Moot Court Room. 
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a11tecedents of the problem Professor Washington's the U.S., he fastene~ on the achieve in an academic realm. 
Justic in our community and impact on blacks of the presentation went ·a long way N.Y. State system and ·the , For those who ~nternalize this 
was the theme of the 1980 'due process' requirements in in demonstrating the impact of NAf.CP's efforts in New York. myth, Mr. Smith helped shatter 
Black American Law-Oay Pro- criminal law adjudication. By criminal laws and procedures Mr. Smith's lec~ure from ex- the notion · and encourage 
gram held at Harriman Hall, first unraveling many of the in the Black communities and perience was a clear-cut exam- some to perceive that not onl.y 
Main Street Campus, October concerns the founding fathers the need for minority represen- pie of what needs to . an~ does the oppor!unity exist for 
25, 1980. The annual Law Day expressed in the constitutio,:ial tation in the American Bar. should be achieved by mmori- minority members t9 achieve 
forum combines community. text and _history, Professor In light of 'due process' be-' ty _members regari11ess of ~ast in the educational system, but 
participation 'in a progiam to Washington demonstrated that ing that process which you are history or societal _,m- that we'tlefinitely can, in spite 
ene::ourage those - considering the. impact of the North-South due Professor Wastiington en- pediments. Mr. .Smith has risen of inherent bias~s and pro­
e.ntering a legal career to pur- concessions amounted to en- couraged Black peop.le to pur- from the status of inmate to cedures. Mr. Smith serves· as a 
sue this goal through informal -trenchir.·g the__ So'LJ~he~n sue legal careers in order to t~e position of state c?or- livingexampleofthatstruggle. 
workshops and guest.speakers. slavocracy and g1vmg birth m provide competent and con- dmator of ~he NAACP pns~>n In essence, the message con­
This year's distinguisbed guest Northe_rn . ~nd Ne~ _England cerned . counsel. Speci(ically, program. His ~uture plans m- veyed by the 1980 Law Day 
speakers included Harold states mv1d1ous Fug1t1ve Slave he enco uraged taking a elude completion of degree re- Program was an encouraging 
(Hap) Washington ,· Esq ., laws. Professor Washington realistic. ~pproach to _fun- quirements in Criminal_ Just!ce success. 
author, community activist, gave as an .example of the damental defacto legal pro- from Long Island Un_ivers1ty, Couns.. el For 
and law professor at Howard broad sweep of power to stop blems. Blacks must resolve to and eventually attending Law _ 
University in Washington, D.C., and detain individu~ls . fitting at~ain justice in Anterica. School, possibly SUNY~B. _T_o us Senate 
and Alexander Smith New as nebulous a description as: Alexander Smith seemed to have had a speaker with his 
York State coordinator' of the black male , between 5'5" and · capture the audience, in that personal fortitude was a plus 
NAACP Prison Program. The 6'6" wearing a beard. He also he _represented a member of for the Law Day. Visits uB 
Law Day program was spon- mentioned inherent institu- not pnly the minority world, Of all the problems minority 
sored by the Black American tio11al biases, broad · police but also the inmate world at members face in getti11,g an by Steve Gabor 
Law Students Association powers; and a ratio of one one of New York State's education, one of the major 
SUNYAB. black attorney for every 4,000 penitentiaries. Stating that problems which is _most often When Billy Carter went 
Professor Washington ad- blacks as compared to -one _ there exists gross overrepresen- created by educational institu­ before the American people to 
dressed the program theme by white attorney for every 680 tation of Blacks in 'Correc- tions is a presumption that answer for his involvement 
with the Libyan government, a 
former U B Law School pro­
fessor headed the specialrsub­
committee which subpeonaed 
Women Lawyers Plan Upcoming Events 
by Barbra Kavanaugh theoretical and there · is not Erie County organization for preceded by a reguJ_ar meeting him. Mr. Michael Davidsc;m, 
mus;h of an opportunity _to women lawyers. While largely of the Women Law Students Counsel for the Senate, re-
Wom·en Lawyers of Western learn about the practical a professional organizatio11,. it Association. 
. . turned to UB Law School on 
N~~ York hosted a wine and aspects of a legal career. This also offers social activities. The As~oc1at1on has been _ ..November 3 as a Mitchell Lec­1
cheese party here last night, is a good way of finding out Dinner meetings are held formed_this year ._to serve the turer and spoke on "Repre­
the purpose of which was to in­ what practking law in the real monthly, and include a panel profess1onal, soc1a_l and per- senting the Senate." -
troduce themselves to the world means." discussion. October's meeting sonal needs of interest of Those choosing to a.ttend 
women law students at UB The In addition, Ms. Cirbus said addressed the problem of women law students at UB this lecture instead of the more 
party was sponsored by the that Women Lawyers of " Grievances Against Lawyers" Committees hav~ been publicized Javits' appearance,
Western New York would like - how to handle them andWomen Law Students Associa­ form_e~ _t_o explore child care which was scheduled at the 
tion. to " help set up meetings here how to avoid them. poss1b1lit1es, arrang~ for guest same time, were given the op­
"Many graduates end up at the Law School." Won,en Lawyers· of Western · speakers and movies, create. portunity to gain -a glimpse in­
practicing law here in Erie " We would. be glad to hold . New York is also sponsoring a ties _with_the community, and to this powerful, yet little­
County," said Secretary regular meetings here, as well Luncheon for the Judiciary on ass 1st 1_nterest~d women known offk.e. "Congressional
Kathleen Cirbus, "and this [the as present discussions on areas December 4. ' This luncheon students m attendm~ the Con- investigatory po.__wer is over­
party] would be a good way to of interest to law students and will offer members the oppor­ fererice on Women in Law to whelming with its subpeona 
meet women who are actually arrange for guest speakers." tunity of meeting informally be held this April in'Boston. power ha~ing no limits," claim-
practicing law in the area." · The group has over, 100 ac­ with members of the judiciary. ed a soft-spoken David.son. "As · 
"Law school tends to be very tive members and is the largest Last nigh~' s party was Counsel for' the Senate, I can 
be directed · tQ do almost 
The law library's audio-visual departm-ent held its annual Halloween-Graffiti party. From left to right, AV's Sue Cushner plants a kiss on mation to Carter's attention in· 
some stiff she brought to the party, students exchange opinions as to their favorites among Nina Cascio's delicious baked goods, and 
an executive or closedNina and Marc Ganz calmly discuss an overdue libr.ary book! 
session." 
A second difficult moment
- ,.. 
faced by the committee in­
vestigating Carter came aboutIdeas Are Flo~ting For Mitchell Lecturers because this was the first time 
in the history of the office an 
by James B. Atleson gestions can be sent to me via 2. Richard Barnet, author of possible program might in­ issue coming before it proved 
Ms. Russell (Room 419). Global Rea,.ch, to speak · on volve changing modes of politically divisiye. Davidson 
The Mitchell Lecture Com- A few ideas · have been multi-national corporations. research and analysis in labor stated Democratic commit­
mittee would like to review our floated thus far. Most involve Along with a film, perhaps, history and law, including peo- · teemen felt more comfortable 
yearly request for suggestions lecturers, although there has such as "Controlling Interest." pie such a~ Karl KJare and with him while ,Republican 
for possible Mitchell Lecturers· been a suggestion for a debate · 3. ~icllard Falk, professor of Staughton Lynd. Such a pro­ members were more comfor­
or, perhaps, ideas for a special and another for a combined international relations · at gram could create a real table witM-iis deputy. 
program. In addition to visitors lecture-film event. Suggested Princeton, auth9r .of many dialogue, and one which could De~cribed by f>rofessor Jim 
throughout the year,; we lectures are as follows: books and articles and, in the be published. Atleson as a "person who likes 
customarily present The Mit- ·1 . David Reisman, author of dim past, professor of law, to try different thiniis," David­
chell Lecturer each ye~r. This The Lonely Crowd and In­ Ohio State University. 5. Garry Wills·, journalist and son finds ·hims.elf in the unique 
event is a_relatively big deal dividualism Reconsiderecl, 4. Professor Clyde Summers, author, Nixon ABOnistes, and a position of directin11 an office 
and, with luck and planning, • formerly professor of law, Buf­ labor law professor• at Penn., book on ' the oriain of the which h.as its course still larae-
'can be of immense value. Sug- falo }-aw Sct:,ool. formerly taught · at Buffalo. A Declaration of Independence. ly uncharted. · 
Pap four , . Opinion November 20, 1980 
anything on its behalf." 
After outlining the authority 
and duties of his office, David­
son discussed the Billy Carter 
investigation, particularly 
mentioning two difficult 
moments the committee faced 
during that investigation . 
Davidson stated, " The public 
nature of this investigatory 
committee caused it to go into 
a taiispin when an official from 
the Justice Department sur­
prised Carter with the rev­
elation that two of his c;ohorts 
implicated in the Libyan con­
nection were notorious drug 
dealers." Davidson suggested· 
that, "a better approach would 
have been to bring this infor­
' 
''SpOiler" JaVitS Speaks to UB 
·on Eve ofElection Defeat 
- by Bob Siegel the Republican party nod and slither to victory? Javits replied 
. ' 
·a, trailing in the polls. "I feel that.while he saw the similari-
lt was Monday, November 3 people are entitled to' pass on ty, this was precisely why he 
1980 at ·3:00 p.m. · me," said Javits, and "to have wasn't "requesting" anyooe to 
, •'T~ only. poll' that matters .an opportunity to· elect me if vote for him. "I hope no 
is the one on election day," they will." However, Javits, ad- citizen of\ this State will vote 
answered Senator Jacob Javits ded, "if they don't, I won't be for me out of gratitude," said 
·in response to a question ad- mad at any ' of,.them." As a Javits. · 
dressing his standing in the pqlitician ready and willing/to The Senator, howeyer, -left 
polls the day ' before the succumb to the mandate of no doubt in the minds of the 
Senatorial election was to oc- the people, iavits summed up audience as to whom he con­
cur. The quote was.from Harry . the situation with elegant sidered the second most 
. S. Truman, tl:te President who · simplicity: "If they say it's time qualified ,candidate. While A·grim Senator Jacob Javits reflected on his chances of victory on 
snatcl:ted victory from the jaws to quit, I'll quit; if they say it's Javits alluded to_ some · dif- , electiort eve at UB. · · . , 
of defeat. That, however, is time to stay, I'll stay." They ferences between himself and stituted their support. So one have felt some sort of commit-
wherethe similarity ends. said it was'time to quit. , Representative EI izabeth must ask why Javits .continued mentto the Liberal party. After 
Senat9r Javits. addressed a Senator Jacob Javits ~ ran a Holtzman, ' the Democratic . in his quest after he lost the accepting their endorsement, 
standing-room only audience , distant third in his Senatorial candidate, on military expen- Republican party backing? Javits didn't want to let them 
in the Moot ·Court Room that bidthel)extday,receivingonly ditures, he flatly stated - that There are two possible down. 
afternoon comprised • Qf 11% of the votes cast: "Mr. D'Amato waged a reallf answers, neither of which are But Javits forgot about the 
students, , facult,y, and At one point while fielding scurrilous primary campaign." acceptable. liberalswhosupportedhimfor 
members of the Buffalo press questions from the pFess, Javits The audience applauded in Possibly Javits selfishly felt the last 24 years. He let these 
corps. Having been a United was asked if he saw this agreement. · a need to "go out fighting." people down. And .in the eyes 
States Senator from New York Senatorial election as similar But .didn't Senator Javits Having been a Senator for 24 of many of them, Javits tar­
for 24 years, the longest span to the race of 1970 in which realize t~at he may "spoil" the years, and after much hesita- nished a reputation previously 
of time anyone has held that Charles Goodell, a liberal election? Didn't he hear the tion and cerebration before h~ld in high esteem. 
position, and as the minority Republican, and Dick Ottinger, conservative rumblings of the deciding_to run, Javits couldn't Maybe Senator Jacob Javits, 
leader of the powerful Foreign a liberal Democrat, split the electorate? · Representative face being a-realist. He refused in all honesty, felt that the 
Relations Committee, Javits progressive vote thereby Holtzma!,l lost the election by to abandon a sinking ship. election would not be so close. 
felt his record would speak for allowing . Conservative James a mere 1% of the votes cast. Feeling he would be invaluable !rt·is possible he truly thought 
itself. ·HIS credentials were Buckley to capture the Senate Senator Javits and Represen- . at the inception of an ad- he would play a neutral role. 
open to-the persual of all . seat. Would Javits' candidacy tative Holtzman were ministration ignorant in foreign He did, however, err in his 
Senator Javits was n6t allow Nassau County political ideoldgically very·similar. The policy, he refused to let-go. · calculations. 
hostile or embittered at losing hack Alphonse D' A'mato to same segments of society con- In the alternative Javits may 
Political Commentary . · • · 
Election Results Indicate· Hard Work Lies Ahead 
which will only · benefit the outside for constructive Senate will have to be more socialism are both alternatives 
by Marc Ganz New York State Assembly. In change. · creative than their proposals to Reaganism, which is a com-
New York City, "Dollar" Bill Therefore, - as ·with currently indicate. If they fail, bination of religious fervor and 
I shed no tears. Green bested Nader lieutenant everything else, there is a good the American people may corporate benevolence. 
On foesda'y night, people Mark Green. In the battle of · and bad in · this · election's out- resort to methods that were The good in the_election is 
huddled together to.watch the the Green, "Dollar" Bill used come. Reagan arid the formerly thought unAmerican that it is over. The hard work 
T. V. -networks tell us who won his incumbency to it's fullest Republican United States ·in style. Libertarianism and lies ahead. 
the election (actually the net­ extent and outdistance"tl the 
works didn't tell us the true flani6oyant Naderite. Political Analysis 
story; of who- gave money to Others lost close races . 
the Moral • Majority or to the Kathleen O'Reilly, former ~ 
N'ational Conservative President of the Consumer Same Faces Return to Al·bany
Political Action Commi1tee or Federation of America, lost in 
any of the other groups that a Michigan congressional race. Assemblyman Albert Vann, Siwek had focused her cam-" 
contributed to the mutilation Congressman Andrew McGuire by Mart' Ganz running on the liberal line, is paign on Greco's concerns .for 
of the United States Senate). (D-N.J '.) was defeated in New losing by less than 40 votes to New York City and not for Buf­
A tear soon appeared, I'll Jersey. Bob Eckhardt lost in The New York State C a r I Butler, · a machine falo. ·' 
journey to Washington to talk Texas. Big Business PAC's Legislature will return next ses­ Democratic candidate. A State Other inq1mbent lo;;ers 
with aides to Chairman Thur­ . planted the seeds of corpora­ sion with nearly the same Supreme Court judge had were Assemblyman Vincent 
mond of the Judicjbry Commit­ tionism throughout l:he nation, number of _Republican and earlier ruled Vann's name off Nicolosi (Queens), former 
tee or Chairman Garn of the inhibiting the free exercise of Democratic Assembly the prima.ry ballot because of chairman of the Insurance 
Banking Committee. Goodbye speech. As more and more members and Senators. designating petition i r- Committee, and Rovert Connor 
civil right's - goodbye con­ campaign money flows into Unlike the United State Con­ regularities. Vann is the former (D-Spring Valley), former chair­
sumer rights - the trogloytes ~ these atavistic candidates, the gress races, where Republican head of the Black and Puerto man of the Assembly Opera­
have arrived. · ' more and more average people_ Senatorial and House can­ Rican Caucus of the New York tions Committee. 
George McGovern lost. I will start -to clamor for public didates · repeatedly defeated State Legislature. Also Andrew Virgilio 
never liked him much, betau·se campaign financing. Democratic candidates for of­ In an anti-climactic election CD-Rochester) io_~t to County 
he stood for the ultra-liberal Aetually there is some good fice, in the ·state Senate the 35 in the 57th Assembly District in legislator Dale Rath (R) after 
causes that people have come in th·e ousting of the pro­ Republican · seats remaine~ the Brooklyn Williamsburg what some conceded will be 
,... to despise. I liked McGovern gressive D_emocrats. Now we Republican and the 25 section, Roger Green (D) the costliest battle of the 1980 · 
for having the courage to run . will have a chance to see the Democratic seats remained defeated Roy Vanacar by election . 
for President. I still hate Nixon. Americanrpublic boo and hiss Democratic. 10,000 votes. Earlier, Green The Republicans lost 
I hate D' Amato too. Now I the conservatives for a change. There were a few exciting had had three primary ~ - Assemblymen Nicolas 
hate Javits. Muhammed Ali The Rep.ublicans' plans are races though. In the Long tions against Assemblyr.an Calogero CR-Utica), Arlington 
and Jack Javits both knew that repugnant to the basic tenets Island 15th Assembly Distriet, Harvey Strelzin. In the first VanDyke CR-Middleburg), and 
they stood little chance of win­ of American society; if infla­ Angelo "Landslide" Orazio, electiqn, Stre1-zin lost and pro- Richard Ross CR-Westchester). 
ning the comeback fight. At tion and unemployment con­ who won the last election by tested to State Supreme Court. The Republicans also lost a 
least Ali made s~me money. tinue unab.ated, the less than 100 ·votes, defeated The judge- ordered a new elec- Syracuse seat vac.ated by 
All J avits won was the right to Republicans' tenure wm be Adrienne Flipse (R-C) by less tiOn. The new election resulted Assemblyman Leonard Ber­
say that he electEld the ''shame. short indeed than 1,000 votes. Orazio is con­ in Strelzin winning. Green ap- sani. 
of the suburbs" - Al_phonse. · There are other benefits. cerned in the Assembly about pealed and on November 2, Friends grow accustomed to 
J av its stood for .fa any good Many progressive persons, energy costs and serves as 1980, the' two candidates met seeing each other around 
things during a lifetime of ser­ formerly burdened with chairman of the Energy Com­ for a third primary, with Green Albany. For the next two years, 
vlce to New .York. He had a bureaucratic pgsitions, will mittee. emerging victorious. the same old faces will con-
chance to be · known as a have time to organize their In the 16th Assembly There were six incumbants tinue to be about the Capitol. 
legend in .his time: Now all he thoughts and campaign both District, also ' a strong . defeated. None of the sixty They will argue and cajole 
can be Ts a legend in his own locally and nationally for Republican district, Democrat Senators were defeated and .about . abortion, the death 
I· social change proposals that May Newburger defeated only six of the Assemblymen penalty and other issues thatmind. . · 
All of my friends lost. On they didn't have the ,time to Republican Joseph Famighetti up for reelection were ousted legislators try and avoid. They 
. pursue before . Former by -more than 4,000 votes. from office. One of those will also debate reapportion­Long Island, Margi_otta's thugs 
There were few exceptional removed via election was ment boundary lines for con­beat up the Democrats. Karen Naderites such as Joan 
.Bi,trstein, an effective Public Claybrook and Carol Tucker races· in New York City. In the Stephen Greco(D-Buffalo)who gressional and le1islative 
Service Commissioner, lost to will return to the ·public in­ Bedford-Stuyvesant section of. , lost a hard fou1ht battle with races. with an eye towards the 
., terest world and fight from the Brooklyn, veteran Legislator Carol Siwek .(R). 1982 elections. ' 
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Record Rack _ · -, -
Ben-atar-and Ro-nstadt--Top Ea-rly Ten-Best_l;.i~t: 
·by Mi~e Roienthal min~tes worth) ' and not one 2·. Bob Dylan Sav~ Anne Murray Somebody's -Best Greatest Hits '...,... · Anne 
As a year draws to a close, 
critics start to make lists. Hav­
ing been a . record critic for 
several years now, i can very 
plainly !State that while com­
posing this list is fun, it is also 
extremely frustrating. How to 
you rank albums of .different 
genres; artists of different 
stature? How do you work 
within the confines of a pre-set 
number? 
Despite ·these ditftculties, 
here I go again. Some aUempt 
has been made to avoid some 
of the inherent difficulties 
through the arbitrary forma­
tion of several separate 
categories. Albums which 
qualify for these categories 
(e.g., Soundtracks, Greatest 
Hits albums, Live albums) have 
not been considered for the · 
over-all ranking. 
Best Albums of 1980 
1. Pat Benatar - Crimes of 
Passion 
~er thundering onto the 
scene · in 1979 with Heart­
breaker and immediately leav­
ing all the others of the new 
breed of female rockers biting 
her dust, Benatar has emerged 
as one of the be'st singers, 
rockers, and songwriters of the 
eighties. There is a consistent, 
textured, powerful feel to this 
album which no other album 
of the year has quite equalled. 
2. Linda Ronstadt - Mad 
Love 
Ronstadt risked a lot on this 
album. No country songs. 
Nothing really mellow. A lot 
more fire and a . lot less 
sultriness. It could have lost 
her many fans . It didn't. While 
there is no question that this is 
not New Wave, she has let the 
genre influence her and the in­
fluence does make a dif­
ference. As always, Ronstadt 
and her producer Peter Asher 
really know how to pick songs 
right for her. 
3. Roxy Music - Flesh + 
Blood 
Always an innovator, Roxy 
Music here shows better than it 
ever has before why it was one 
of the most influential bands 
of the seventies. Their · in­
fluence can be felt in Bowie's, 
Blondie's and the Talking 
Heads' work. ~till, Roxy Music 
does whatever they do better 
than any of their immitators 
and the rock/disco, New Wave, 
stately ballads and dreamy 
ballads here are all top notch. 
Roxy Music also adds another 
facet to their repertoire on this 
album, the remake. Two sixties 
classics are covered here, and 
as could be expe(ated, Roxy 
Music make them their own.J 4. Bruce Springsteen - The 
River 
·1 
The consummate lyricist of the 
seventies finally achieves the 
same knack foF melody as he 
had for lyrics. This album is 
the strongest he has ever 
released. The wait was ·well 
worthwhile. 
5. Genesis --Duke· 
The sound here, while." pure 
Genesis, is more accessible 
·than ev~r. The lyrics are more 
down to earth. The album is 
chock full of music (over fifty 
moment is wasted. Genesis 
proves that art can also be 
pop. 
6. Billy Joel - Glass Houses 
Not his best. However, Joel 
does continue to experiment 
and vary his style. Even when 
, he is not at his best, Joel is still 
better than most. . 
·7. Th~ Pretenders - The 
Pretenders 
Sharp, powerful, gutsy and 
distinctive. Chrissy Hynde 
writes like nobody else and 
spits out the lyrics with such 
fire that she embodies the 
physical image of sultry punk 
that. her attire creates. 
8. Diana Ross - Diana 
Her most consistently ex­
cellent album ever, Diana is 
state of the art disco and suc­
ceeds where most oth~r disco 
fails miserably. 
9. Daryl Hall and John Oates 
- Voices 
Coming out of a slew of dread­
.ful albums, Hall and Oates 
have suddenly pulled it all 
together, added some reggae 
and New Wave flavorings, and 
recorded their best album 
ever. 
10. Utopia - Adventures in 
Utopia 
Utopia here sounds like Todd 
Rundgren solo. Pop artists. Six­
ties bubblegum almost. But 
they do it so well and it ·is t?tal­
ly infectious-. 
Honorable Mentions 
Jackson Browne Hold Out 
Pink Floyd The Wall 
Joan Armatrading Me Myself I 
Dan Fogelberg Phoenix 
Carly Simon Come Upstairs 
George .Benson Give Me The 
Night 
Barbra Streisand Guilty 
Worst Albums of 1980 
(By Major Artists) 
1. Paul McCartney McCartney 
II 
Sl"CK <fl', LOOPHOLE. DON'T ~ 
KNOW A&IUT -TIE COlASE REVIEW 
TAPES IN . TtE L~Y? YOU JU\T CME.CK 
ONE OUT, SJ1Ctl. IT IN -n£ B0J ANO 
'tOU'VE GOT 11M) ~ Of 1Rl01S 
WITIIOUT <FENING A SOOK. HERE ",QJ 
GO, llBll:N F~ ~3ELF. -
-~ .'.!IHOO"QJT. I ~•T REALIZE-
(Q . ' 
, . 
. 
. 
White Album Depicts 1960's 
by Peter Bergenstocll 
Joan Didion · says in The 
White Album that "we tell 
ourselves stories in order to 
live." We need to impose some 
kind of structure on the world 
to explain it - without stories 
we are lost and confused. The 
White Album is about the 
structureless ·America of the 
late 1960s; it is also about Di­
dion's own experience with the 
fear and neuro~es that result 
when all -mooringulip. 
Didion was. a journalist dur­
ing the 1960s, an eyewitness to 
various reform movements . 
She sees the revolutionary 
spirit of ~he time as more 
aimless and sel_fish than 
idealistic. Black leaders like 
Huey Newt9n and Eldrjdge 
Cleaver were expert media 
manipulators, often less than 
honest with their followers . 
Covering campus •disorders at 
San Frandsco State; Didion 
found middle-class students 
eage~ to be radicals, but their 
enthusiasm was more in the 
spirit of fun than of conviction. 
! 
~ 
The New Right that arose 
during the late 1960s was not 
based on any sense of tradition 
or individualism; instead it was 
simply a reaction to fhe 
disorder of the times. Led by 
bland figures like . Ronald 
Reagan. the New Right lacked 
both style and· substance. Di-­
dion gives insight into the 
character of those who were 
part of the New Right in her 
description of the California 
governor's mansion built by 
Ronald and Nancy: "It is an · 
enlarged version of a very 
common kind of California 
tract house. a monument not 
to colossal ego but to a weird 
absence of ego, a case study in 
the architecture of limited 
.possibilities . :, as~evoid of ... 
personal eccentricity as the 
·1obby in a Ramada Inn." 
The instability and lack of 
·real commitment or leadership 
that defined the 19605.affected 
the individual-as wefl as socie­
ty in general. Didion point~ to 
those whose response was 
foolish - ninety Californians, 
fearing an earthquake, were 
Murray Greatest Hits 
Worst Greatest Hits - Donna 
Summer' Walk Away 
Best Soundtrack - Fame 
Worst Soundtrack - Can't , 
Stop The Music 
BesJ Single - Ambrosia Big~ 
gest Part Of Me 
Worst Single ·- The Sugal'hill 
Gang Rapper's Delight · 
Most.Promising New Ar.tist ~ 
Christopher Cross ' 
Least Promising New Artist -
Kurtis 'Blow 
Comebac~ Of · The Year · -
John Lennon 
ready to follow a Pentacostal 
preacher to the backwoods of 
Tenness~e. She also points to 
the growth of a sinister nether- · 
world. The voice at the door 
who , answered "Chicken 
Delight" might be Charles 
Manson. 
During the · late 1960s, Di­
dion herself grew to fear that 
strangerat 'the door. Her fear 
became an obsession with the 
morbid and the dangerous. She 
writes. of her preoccupation 
with visions of ."children burn­
ing in the locked car in the 
supermarket parking lot," of 
freeway snipers and "sullen 
lurkers in doorways.'.' She 
came to doubt all of the stories 
she had grown up with . 
. .. - , . . r 
Didion ~oes not say whether 
her mental imbalance was a 
response to societal disorder, 
or just due to her own "bad 
nerves", nor does she make ex­
cuses for herself . . - She just' 
pr.esents ----with ::..U nflinching 
honesty her own story, and the 
story of America during"those . 
t~oubled years. 
3. Elvis Costello Get Happy 
4. Neil Diamond September 
Morn 
5. Dave Mason Old Crest On A 
New Wave 
6. Utopia Deface The Music 
7. John Stewart Dream Babies 
Go Hollywood 
8. Eric Carmen Tonight You're 
Mine · 
9. Judy Collins Running For My 
Life 
10. Chic;; Real People 
Dishonorable Mention 
Andy Gibb After Dark 
Book Review 
Waiting 
Commodores Heroes 
Graham Parker ·The UfJ 
Escalator 
David Gates Falling In Love 
Again 
Cheap Trick A// Shook Up 
Heart Bebe La Strange 
The Knack But The Little· Girls 
Understand 
Miscellania 
Best Li~ Album - Kenny Log­
gins Alive 
Worst Live Album - The Kinks 
One For The Road 
SI-PnCUT. WHAT ARE 'tQJ IXNi? 
I ;rHOI.JGHT tOU V'ERE MAKING 
THE BIG PU1H. 
'tOU SAll> .'tOU ~ GETTING Y(lf{ 
ACT lOGETHER••• BRIEFING, OUTLINING; 
PUTTING IN' lWELVE JJJ" "THE Lll!RARV. 
WHY J00T lHl3 MORNING 'tQJ UXICED 
ME IN THE EYE ,v-, ,SAi(), HUXJPttOl.E·, 
l'M MJT A 'D♦' STUDENT AIII) ITS 
TINE I PRO\IED IT.•CBUT I LOOPHOLE••• 
' 
l'M COMMITTED, Loo,n.£. 
(GUii> 10 t-EAR IT, BllDD'I.) 
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Pep ·Talk'- a., 
They're No buScks!_DuCks Wirl Softball Title 7 -3 
by Joe, Pepero"! fi then hit a line drive d~n the 
left field line for a home run. 
L~ by strc:,ng infield play Team· 5 pit~her Al Boz~r got 
and ~he seven hit. pitching of the ·next three batters out, but 
Nancy "KO" Caple, the Ducks '.. the damage was done. 
won a convincing 7~3 victory The first year players did get ,._ 
over Team 5 in Saturday's~Lafv within one rul'! in -the top of the .Q 
School Softball Champ1onshil>- fourth, . however. Eric Bery § 
Came. tripled to right field to lead off .c: -0 
a.Offensively, the Ducks were the inning, and scored as Al 
ivled by Tony Scime, Dale Clark, · Spears grounded out in a close 
and Tim "Ali" Costello .as th~y pl~y at. first. : With two out, 
took the lead_in the 1first..inning Batista singled up the middle. 
and never· trailed. Th~ trio ac- The next batter, Ken Hiller, 
counted for' six of the Duck's single to right. Costello,.in right 
nine hits , in the contest. Bill field, appeared to bobble the 
Bozzuffi added a massive -ball and Hiller· tried for se­
home runJo left field in these- cond. But CostelJo's perfect Sports Quiz Answers 
cond innil'!g .with.pne man_on. ~, throw to D_ale Clark covering 
The. two run~ pro\led t:0 be all second .got Hiller, ending the 1'. c. Billy Williams 8. d) Reggie Leach (80) 
2. Bobb, ·Burnett - ~966 9. e. Hank Aaron 
3. a. Hank Aaron 10. 4 - by ,many pitchers -F,ociou.s c.hi prwumk 4. Jack Kemp one of the strikeout victims 
holds . li'"lhl'f. to 5. 755 - Hank Aaron went tp · first when the third 
l,,.\\r\•ytir's ►i,H -fott-. 6. ·O..J . Simpson was part of c;i strike got past the catcher. 
U.S. re1ay team which set a . 11 . Bill Terry, N.Y. Ciants -performance to 'Beverly Sills 
world record in the 440 yard 
.401 in 1930last week. 
relay in 1967. The record still 12. Pete ·Cray, St. Louis Car-Caple mowed down Team 5 
stood .in ·1976, when it was an­ dinals during WWI I. ' in the seventh to end the game, 
,nounced that world records 13. Carl Yastrzemski, Bostonamidst screams and duck calls. 
would no 1onger be recogn•zed Red Soxs - 1%7.The te<Jm celebrated with a 
unl.ess th~y were for/ metric 14. Stan Mikitafew bottles of Cold Duck and distances (except the mile). 15. · All have competed forthen proceeded to wreck a few 7. Chicago Cub Fans bave the U.S. in the Summer Olym­chairs at ttie victory party. The 
' wa.ited since 1908. pics.only_ posl'-game casualty was 
' said to be one C. Trapp, from 
1'hc f~~H( _.. of vi~-t:.,.·y ... Al~en, ~ .Y .• who slashed hi~ G,,·11;n and 3"7 ·Stu'dentswrists for u.nknown reasons. . • J , I I I, ,.. 
the Ducks needed to sink the SoJhe1~LawSchoolSoft- Are·Named to PAD 
freshmen players. 
In the bottom ol the first in­
ning, the Duc~s ·had·rtwo-out Buffalo Mayor James D. Dean Thomas E. Headrick, 
rally. Scime hit a long triple to Griffin was made il" honorary Aldim Chapter Faculty Ad­
right . field, ~nd scored on member of Phi Alpha Delta visor. 
Clark's do.uble ·to left-Costello Law Fraternity, International, Honorary membership in-Phi 
then, hit a triple to score Clark ·at' a· ceremony held at the Buf­ Alpha Delta requires that the 
and give the ·Ducks· a2-0 lead falo ·city Court Ceremonial individual work in a law­
after the first ·inning. Courtroom on Wednesday, Oc­ related profession and have a 
T earn 5- tied the game in the tober 22, 1980. In addition to state-wide reputation. Mayor 
second. With one out, Keith Mayor Griffin, the Fraternity Griffin, as· mayor of the' second 
Bond sing~ed to right field. Mel initiated thirty-seven student largest city in New York and a 
Batista then hit a sharp members into the Carlos · C. former State Senator, was a 
grounder that. was· bobbled at Alden Chapter here at 5UNY unanimous selection for 
third: Bond came all the way Buffalo, the largest group of honorary membership by the 
aro.und to score on the late inductees in the Chapter's International Executive Board. 
throw, - and Batista went to history. , Other Afden Chapter honorary 
third, later scoring on Ken • ; • 4-1""-Y ,f lhc .f«t! Justice_ Ron X. Winter Ill members include Matthew J. 
Hiller's single up the middle. innirig. Ali claimed the bobble b~II League- is history, with the, presided over the ceremony J aseh, Senior Judge of the New 
Caple got the next two batters was intentional. to entice the Mighty Ducks, the "Orange and was assisted by -Alden . York State Court of Appeals, 
to fly out to end the i_nning. ·runner to try for the extra base, Crush" waddling through the Chapter officers Ta,nya William J._Regan, Erie County 
The Ducks topk the le;1d for but •intentional or not, it work­ season undefeated to the Harvey, Mary Wallerich, Jean Syrr9gate, arid Dean Headrick. 
goo~ in the bottom of the se- ed, and -Team 5 had lost their championship. What was their Maess and Stu Ball. Noted The Alden Chapter will be 
cqnd. Doug · Johnston, .the ·best -chance to take the lead. secret to success'. why did they guests · included U B Law holding another initiation next 
Duck's captain and spiritual · Costello also provided the make it, while others i ailed? graduates Frank Sedita, Buf­ Spring. All interested students 
advisor, singled to center to heroics in the bottom half of Perhaps Bill Bozzuffi summed falo City Court Judge, and are welcome to stop by the 
· lead off the ir:ming. Bill Bozzuf- the fourth, by hitting hjs se- it up best: "Clean Ii• ing." Joseph A. TringalC PAD PAD office (Room 506 , 
c._ond triple of the game and District XIV Justice, along with O'Brian) for more information. 
scoring on Johnston's fly out te 
center . field, increasing the 
Ducks lead to 5-3. 
T earn 5 had their last gasp Moot Court Competition in Bostonin the sixth. With two out and 
men at first and second, Keith 
Bond hit a come-backer to by Michael Colnes commodities regulation. Par­ of the briefs and the oral 
Caple. Her throw took an ticipating t-eams submitted ap- arguments advanced to a 
agonizingly long time to get to Last week, three n:tembers of pellate briefs representing quarter-final, semi-final, and 
first base, but it got there in the Buffalo Moot Court Board either the petitioner or the final _round. The two schools 
ti..;,e to get the batter and end traveled to Boston to ' par- , respondent in .a fictional case. represented in the final round 
the innin'g. ticipate in the Thirty-First An-, The issues involved are cur­ will meet the winners from the 
The Ducks scored their last nual National Moot Court rently before the United States other regiQnal competitions in 
two runs in the .sixth. Scime Competition . Third · year Supreme Court in Curran ·v. the National Finals in New 
doubled to center· field and students Paul Ricotta, Pat Merrill, Lynch,. Pierce, Fenner York later this fall . 
scored -on Clark's single. Clark Jayne, and Michael Colnes and Smith, Inc. , 622 F. 2d 216 Although the U.B. team was 
going to third on a bad throw. competed against ·teams ,from (6th Cir. 1980), Cert. Granted eliminated early in the com­
Norm Parratt, who had gpne in twelve other law schools from October 7, 1980. Each \earn petition, they scored very well 
for Costello in the fifth, then Maine, -Vermont, then argued orally in two against the other participating 
-scored Clark with a single. Massachusetts, Connecticut, preliminary rounds, once on schools. The Moot Court Board 
Norm's RBI hit was especially and New York. . behalf of the petitioner and members argued against 
satisfying -to his cheering -sec­ This year's competition onc,e on behalf_of thf' respon­ students from Suffolk Law 
tion, which had arrived at the presented questior,s in the dent. The most successful School and Boston College 
game fresh from their back-up _ areas of securities law and ~ teams based on an evaluation Law .School. 
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Politicai Satre . · ..... ( 
Reagan Gives Thanks·to US in Unusual Mann.er.-· 
by J. uwrenc:e Herzog 
Ronald -Reagan, clad ip 
Western Garb, mounted his 
horse, Inflation, and galloped · 
onward to the polls. 
"Hi-yo Inflation Away," said 
Reagan as Nancy coyly wrap­
-t,ed her right' arm around 
Ronald's waist to protect her 
• life and securely wrapped her 
left 'hand within his wallet to 
protect her Bloomiogdale's 
card. 
Waving to a jubilant crowd 
of supporters, Ron and Nancy 
dis.mounted. As they entered 
£he polling center Ronald was 
asked to kindly, check his coat 
and the voodoo doll that he 
~ad been toting about for the 
last week. 
Nancy was requested to 
check her 200 lb. box of cue 
.cards which she had been 
toting about for the last 26 
years. 
So as the polls opened this 
November 4th, Ronald Reagan, 
confident and smiling, waved 
to all of America. 
It was slightly past noon the 
following day when I received 
an unexpected phone call. 
"Hello Lar, Ron Reagan 
here. I want to give thanks to 
the American people for 
casting me in this part as Presi­
dent of the United States. I 
want to indicate my sincerest 
hope that under my ad­
ministration as opposed to the 
former, that although within 
inaction there is "action", my 
administration will show ·that 
action means action. In other 
words, Lar, actions speak 
louder than words. 
"That is why I want you to 
hear these words and take ap­
propriat~ measures to insure 
the American public that it is 
they I want to thank as voting 
members of the Academy of 
United States Citizens. Thank 
them for casting me in this 
role. Thanks buddy, and HAP­
PY TRAILS.. . .',' Click!! · 
I was completely ·over­
whelmed by the call . I knew 
Ronald from his days in 
Hollywood. I was hired to care 
Public Service? 
for Bonzo, a c.himpanzee, in 
on'e · of Reagan's films entitled 
"Bedtime for Bonzo." Reagan 
always im'pressed me by his 
ability to handle dir~(:tors, pr<r · 
ducers and chimpanzees alike. 
He· literally and figuratively 
had Bonzo eating out of his 
hands. Bonzo, Ro·nald and 
myself developed a relation­
ship which was to endure 
forever. 
Incidentally, a point to note 
is that Reagan slept with 
Bonzo years before he slept 
with Nancy. A point of fact 
which needs no further 
elucidation. 
Well, anyway, her~ I was 
delegated by the P}itsident­
elect to thank the American 
people on his behalf. What-was 
I to do? 
I could have had thank-you 
cards printed up but I knew 
that Ron intended . to cut 
goyernment spending . I 
thought I could use the left­
over· cards from my four 
brother1s Bar-Mitzvahs but 
soon calculated that Reagan 
had won· by a landslide and 
there were only 400 cards left 
over. Besides, the cards were 
yellowing with antiquity and 
had Stars of David printed on 
them. 
Secondly, I thought I would 
invite all of America over to 
my house for dinner. A thought 
which left as quickly as it 
entered for the obvious reason 
that such free meals might be 
equated with food stamps and 
other welfare programs which 
Ron may not be so keen on. 
Indeed, the task appeared 
insurmountable, when an idea 
resonated throughout my 
cerebrum akin to the piercing, 
distinct tinkle which sounds in 
the ears of a broker . at 4:00 
p.m. on the street.Thanksgiv­
ing was rapidly approaching 
and if I could only tie in 
Ronald .Reagan with the 
Pilgrims it might mean a 
cabinet position. 
Thanksgiving Day is a single 
day set apart for ' giving thanks 
for divine goodness . It is an an­
nual festival , religious and 
"RW Method" Offered 
to Novice Examinees 
by R.W. Peters the night before your second 
(alias fscaro/e Lad) exam and spend five hours win­
dow shopping. 
Yessiree, First Year students, 5) Refuse to buy Emanuel onfinals time is fast approaching. Civil Procedure, because it's
I'm sure more than a few of 
"too. expensive." 
you out there are getting 
6) Stay out until four a.'m. mighty nervous about these 
quaffing frosty lagers atupcoming exams. Well, let me 
Checkers the ·day of thetell you this - there is ab­
sol utely nothing to worry Criminal exam. 
..... about, as long as you closely 7) Sit next to someone with 
adhere to the proven R.W. chronic, audible post-nasal 
Peters' method of exam drip. 
preparation, as follows: 
Admittedly, this technique 
. 1) Leave everything to the may .not work for everybody. 
last minut~. · · There are . those drones out 
2) Get yourself so. worried there who have read all of the 
sick the .night before the first material, and believe that a 
exam that you have to drink good night's sleep prior ~ ·a 
half a bottle of bourbon to get four hour exam is desirable, if 
to.sleep. not necessary to ensure op­
3) Go into y~ur fjrst exam timum performance .. I certain­
with a brutal hangover. ly can't speak ·for these in­
4) Go to the eo,..levard Mall dividuals. 
. .~ .eight .. Opiaion .No...,... 20, 1980 
social (atheists and agnostics 
may participate) appointed. by 
proclamation and held on the 
last Thursday of November . . 
The first celebration was 
held by the Plymouth Colony 
in 1621 in thankfulness for 
their first harvest in America 
after a year of struggle ar:id 
privation. 
The American people have 
had four years of struggle and 
privation under the Carter ad­
ministration. Perhaps Ronald 
Reagan will harvest all of our 
hopes by cutting down taxes. 
He promises individual tax 
relief and accelerated 
depreciation for business. 
Thanksgiving has always 
created a mental icon of a hot 
turkey wit~ all the fixin's on 
the table. 
Mr. Reagan is expected to 
embrace a general policy of 
free world trade. -Perhaps we 
could trade a few million tons 
of turkey to OPEC for a few 
cents less per gallon . of 
gasoline. 
Thanksgiving has always 
been my family at home and 
everyone engaged in llvely 
conversation. My father, a 
commodities broker, always
ht k. a mg c arge. 
Under the Republican Ad-
ministration -Reagan has vow-
ed to bring down inflation and 
interest rates. He has alluded 
to increasing the possibility of 
giving the dollar a gold back-
ing. 
All this adds up to a distinct 
pos·sibilit'l( that cranberry 
sauce might be a · few cents 
cheaper on Thanksgiving Day 
1981 : 
Thanksgiving at my home 
has always found . my family 
sipping hot apple cider by the 
fireplace . The warmth 
permeating from the hearth as 
well as from my family (not to 
mention the contents of the 
hot apple cider) created a 
Political Satire 
Reagan Victory a C~use to Hide.? 
by Alan Beckoff 
I paid a visit to my friend ­
Irving the other day to see how 
he was taking the ·outcome of­
the election. When he failed to 
answer my repeated doorbell­
ringing , I became worried. It 
was Saturday evening and 
Irving always stayed home to 
wa'tch ·"Sherlock Holmes 
Theater." I asked Sidney 
Fields, his landlord, to let me 
into the apartment. 
- " I'm glad you came by," 
Fields said. "Irving locked 
himself in the bathroom last 
week and the rent is overdue. 
If I have to break down the 
door to get him out, he's gonna 
get charged for it. Maybe you 
can talk to him." 
As I usually do, I decided to 
use the subtle approach. In­
stead of pounding on the 
bathroom door, I asked in a 
quiet voice, "Irving?" 
"Who's there?" he snarled. 
"It's me," I replied . "Why 
did you lock yourself in the 
bathroom?" -
" You saw the election 
returns last week. I'm not com­
ing out until things are ba~. 
normal." He sounded d ' c n-
solate. · 
I kept my voice even.' "You 
can't stay in the bathroom 
, forever, Irving. And how can 
you live in tliere?" 
"I stocked up on plenty of 
·magazines a!ld freeze-dried 
food . Besides, it won't be 
forev.er. Just until 1988 or so." 
"How is that?" I asked. 
"Simple," he said, his voice 
picking up vigor. "These right­
wing conservatives will be so 
bad in office that there will be 
a great lib~ral revolution in 
this country. But it's going to 
take time. So I'm staying right 
in here until then." 
"Look, Irving," I retorted, "it 
wasn't all that bad. The House 
still has a Democratic majori­
ty. Barry Coldwater almost 
lost." 
· "So what?!" he bellowed. "I 
didn't mind Reagan's winning 
so much, but I had hoped that 
the Senate would be a strong 
counter-weight. Now it's· just a 
tool for NCPAC and the Moral 
Majority." 
"Why don't you do 
· something constructive for the 
next few years?". I implored 
him. "Instead of sitting in the 
bathroom· you cao be out there 
working against those people. 
You can write letters and 
organize demonstrations." 
"It wouldn't do any good," 
he replied . "They're loaded 
with money. Besides, they'll 
probably hold a constitutional 
convention and repeal the First 
Amendment. I'd rather spend 
eight years in the· bathroom 
than in Attica." 
Employing reverse 
psychology, I decided to carry 
Irving's argument to its logical 
But for -the 1race of Cod, I cou'id hav.; been a 1l()bblerl 
Happy Thanks1ivin1 to all you turkeys! , · . 
sublime aura. 
The Reagan Administration 
will place its emphasis ....i>n 
private sector development of 
oil, coal and nuclear energy. 
L t b t I t 
a_s , u not eas • 
, Thanksgiving has always 
. d h 
meant se~unty. _Peace an ar-
nrny at its zenith. · 
The aerospace and weapons 
industries should benefit- from 
Reagan's emphasis on a U.S. 
arms buildup. What this means 
is very uncertain. · .. 
Does it mean Tha9ksgiving 
1981 in Moscow? Does it mean . -
Thanksgiving 1981 in Teheran?( ~ 
Or does it mean Thanksgivingfiii. 
1981 as usual in Buffalo, New , · 
York or Plains, Georgia? 
Whatever happens rem11ins 1 
to be seen. In any case, I'm still · 
going to vie for the drumstick 
unless I must come to the table : 
with my musket and fife as · 
well. : 
extreme. "Look at .it this way, 
Irving. With these people · in 
powt;r, law school will be a 
breeze. No more Miranda rule. 
No more estate artd gift tax, No 
more admfoistrative law_.,, 
, There was silence on the 
other side of tt,e door. I con­
tinued, "And think of this, Irv­
ing. There's going to_,..a big 
shakeup of the Senate commit­
tee st~fs now. They'll alJ be 
hiring-new counsel. Of course, 
si!Jce the new Washington 
ideology i•s so antithetical to 
yours, you certainly wouldn't 
want to-work for ..." 
Suddenly the bathroom door 
opened and Irving emerged. 
"You convinced me," he said. 
"I can't stay in there for eight 
.years. Now if you' ll excuse me, 
I've got some typing to do." 
"You're going to write ·pro­
test letters?" I asked, happy 
that I had gotten- through to 
him. 
"And jeopardize my 
chances for getting a job?-Are 
you crazy? I'm sending our 
resumes!" · 
I was incredulous. "But I 
was only kidding, Irving! You 
mean you would ' work for, 
Jesse Helms? Strom 
Thurmond? Paul Laxalt?" · 
But it was too (ate. M Irving ' 
typed out a letter of con­
gratu lations to Al D' Amato, I 
went into the bathroom and 
locked the door behind me. 
The lllapcmlc. Aalcm 
and Natlft Americ:an 
Law8ha4em~a­
tlcm OIAN.AI.SA) wlll 
hold their fall adenta­
'tion get-togethar ·party 
OD~.Noftlllber 
p. 1•at Ille,_
Roam~ of tlie Fac:alty -
au 11111an1mm1Ba11. 
. llalD ..... Campm. 
• 
Mmlc ad DrlDlm wlll 
bepro.w.d 
